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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This paper is a well designed paper and gives out the result that the other scoring system can be used
for evaluation for neck pain of the athletes. There are two comments: 1.There have been 2 scoring
system used to evaluate neck pain of the athletes.Please describe more about the significance of using
FRI as the evaluation system other than NDI and NRS 2. Why do the authors focus on neck pain of
atheletes. Please describe more on the relatioship between neck pain and the athletes,such as the
kindof sports,etc. 3. Please ask the English authority for some grammar erroe and the use of the
phrases in this article
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Dear Authors After complete review, I have some comments as followings: ? Why do authors
choose to validate FRI? You do have NDI which can evaluate functions of neck, so please put the
reasons in Introduction part. ? Please add rationale of your study to validate FRI in athlete group.
Someone had study psychometric properties of this test in general patients with neck pain. Can it
also be used in athlete group? ? Authors do not state about the duration of neck symptoms. Do you
choose only acute or chronic phase of neck pain? ? In discussion, authors compared their results with
ref 10 (FRI for LBP in athletes). Why don’t they compare with patients with neck pain (ref 9)? Do we
have to study for the other group of patients? ? Authors stated that lack of floor and ceiling effects
indicated the content validity and the responsiveness of the PFRI, but in limitation part, you stated
that the responsiveness of the PFRI to detect change over time was not evaluated. Which one is
correct? ? Please clarify about content validity of this test. ? Please clarify the meaning of clinical data
in Table 1. Do you mean disability scores?
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The goal of this paper is to "validate the culturally-adapted Persian Functional Rating Index (PFRI)
for assessing neck pain (NP) in athletes." The background of this study is "no specific test for
assessing NP in athletes." There have actually been a lot of instruments, scales and questionnaires
developed to assess the functional limitations for people with neck pain. However, it is unclear how
PFRI differs from them. It would be important for the authors to compare and contrast instruments
assessing functional limitations of neck pain in athletes and non-athletes. It would be helpful for the
authors to provide more information of PFRI. It will also be helpful to add some discussion on the
implications of this study for readers.
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